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A TOUCH OF LEGRAND

AN OVERVIEW

A full, wired home automation system for central home control.
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ected home.

Add a touch of Legrand to your favourite spaces with the revamped Arteor range. Build a modular and connected smart home
that lets you mix and match functions that fit your clients’ ever changing lifestyle. Control your smart space with just a touch on
your smartphone screen, no matter where you are. Elevate the look and functionality of your projects from homes to offices and even hotels.

UX FO R UPS CALE H OTEL S

A R T E O R™ W IR I N G DE V I C E S

A range of highly customisable touch

A range of beautiful wiring devices

control solutions for prestigious hotels.

that is elegant and functional.
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INTERNATIONAL
AND MODULAR
The Arteor collection is truly international. We provide major standards and socket
types from Asia to the Americas, so you don’t have to worry about finding a compatible
solution for your projects. Go ahead and design your masterpieces, we’ve got your back.
Style is important, so is functionality. That’s why we’ve pride ourselves on modularity
― this simply means that you can customise and combine many different functions
in just one plate by using the Arteor multi-gang plates. This also helps you maximise
functionality in a minimum space. With versatility and consistent style in your favor,
you can now focus on making your project the best you’ve ever had.
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British Standard

Euro/ US

German Standard

Italian Standard

India

Euro/ US/ China

South Africa

Australia

French

US

Switzerland

Korea
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ARTEOR™ IN
T O D A Y’S W O R L D
It wasn’t very long ago that we were living in a world where having a smart
TV was considered a luxury. Today, our smart devices are connected to our
phones and WiFi networks for an easier and more convenient control.
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Technology is constantly changing for the better, and it is not without a purpose.
The Arteor collection is a living and breathing example of purpose-driven technology.
It is created with our end-users in mind ― how they live their lives and how they use
technology. Technology should not be a hassle, it should be simple and easy to use.
It should adapt to the users, not the other way around. Of course, it shouldn’t look like
an eyesore.
This is how Arteor came about. It incorporates solutions to these concerns ― be it
societal or technological changes. It is the answer to the modern users’ expectations.
It is a combination of adaptability, functionality, simplicity, and not forgetting beauty.
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TWO TYPES OF
CONNECTED HOMES
Give your projects the touch of total control with Arteor Home Automation. With two different
solutions to choose from, Arteor provides two points of entry. For a complete and fully customised
connected home, there’s Arteor and MyHOME_Up. For those who want to try it out and add on
functions gradually, there’s Arteor with Netatmo. With these two options, you’ll always have
a choice of controls, whether it’s controlling locally, on the dedicated apps or with your voice.

A complete centralised, wired home automation system that
gives homeowners total control.
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A modular range of connected switches
and outlets based on radio technology,
co-developed with Netatmo*, that gives
homeowners the adaptability and variety
to try their hand at building a connected
home according to their needs.

*Netatmo - a French leading smart home brand
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THE FINISHING

TOUCH
The Beautiful Simplicity of Home Automation

Put the finishing touch to your homes with Arteor. Automate your living area with
Legrand’s Arteor MyHOME_Up system ― a wired BUS-technology based connected
solution. Control and customise your home easily with this centralised system and the
MyHOME_Up App. Create a home that is customised with a wide range of functions from
creating scenarios, heating and cooling controls to monitoring energy consumption as
well as video door entry and keeping your home safe and secure.
With a wide range of options, you can pick and choose functions that fit your
lifestyle. It is a permanent solution that adds value to your projects, and of
course enhances the usability of the functions. Now you can create a home
that helps make your life a little easier.
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HOMETOUCH
SCREEN
Imagine having a control station for your home, a place where you can control everything
from temperature (cooling and heating), lights, music and even the security of your
home. Arteor’s new HOMETOUCH is exactly that ― a touchscreen that gives you total
control of your home. You don’t even have to depend on the Internet for full control.
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ARTEOR™ HOMETOUCH

CONNECTED VIDEO
DOOR ENTRY
Add a touch of security to your project with Arteor’s HOMETOUCH. It’s not just a control
station for your home, it also doubles up as a security monitor. With MyHOME_Up and
HOMETOUCH, you can create a connected video door entry system. This gives your
clients the option to monitor who’s at their door. You can not only see who’s at the door,
you can also talk to the person and even open the door from the HOMETOUCH itself.
If there’s no one at home, you have the
option to see, talk and unlock your door
from the dedicated Door Entry App. It
doesn’t matter where you are because
the system sends an image of the person
standing at your door to your phone.
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SCENARIOS
Managing your home has never been this easy with the MyHOME_Up App (free for
download on the app stores). Control your living area with just a touch on your phone.
From temperature, lights, shutters and even your favourite connected devices. You can
even re-configure scenarios from your phone, no matter where you are.
Create as many scenarios as you need. From “Good Morning” all the way to “Good Night”.
MyHOME_Up will adapt and fit right into your lifestyle. This time your imagination is
your only limit.
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COMPATIBILITY

A TOUCH OF
AMBIENCE
Whatever mood you’re in, there’s a colour for it. Blue lights for a soothing night in or
even purple for bedtime stories. Control your third-party lighting systems with a touch
of your finger.
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COMPATIBILITY

A TOUCH OF
RHYTHM
Arteor home automation can be integrated with Legrand’s NUVO system and even
third-party systems such as SONOS. So go ahead, turn up the music and dance like no
one’s watching.

NUVO®
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VOICE CONTROL
Control your home with voice
commands, you won’t even have
to lift a finger.
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MORE WAYS TO
CONNECT WITH
YOUR HOME
LOCAL CONTROL
Automate your home with these elegant and
functional controls. Change the mood of the
room or even control the temperature.

HOMETOUCH SCREEN
A central display that lets you control
everything with just a touch.

MYHOME_UP APP
Get total control of your home with just one
touch on your smartphone or tablet.
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A

TOUCH

OF

G E N I U S
Put The Magic of IoT In Your Projects
Add a touch of smartness to your homes with Arteor with Netatmo. The solution
that is made possible as a result of a collaboration between Legrand and Netatmo,
a French industry-leading smart home brand. A modular WiFi enabled solution that
lets you create a connected home by mixing and matching controls according to just
what you need.
Arteor with Netatmo is a new addition to Legrand’s Eliot program. Dedicated
to connected devices, Arteor with Netatmo lets you simplify usage even of
complex functions, facilitate maintenance, and customise products according
to your needs, desires and habits.
Because of its modular nature, Arteor with Netatmo allows you to shape your project
according to the needs of your clients. Functions can be added or removed to further
suit their ever changing lifestyles without much effort. With Arteor with Netatmo,
we’re putting the magic of IoT in your hands. After all, the Internet of Things is about
connecting everyday devices with people with the aim of making everyday life better.

LET'S HAVE A FULLER LIFE TOGETHER
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CONNECT WITH
YOUR HOME
Put the magic of IoT in your homes and in your hands. Arteor with Netatmo is a smart,
modular (radio-based) system that lets you connect and control your home no matter
where you are.
Think of Arteor with Netatmo as the first step to creating a connected home. Thanks
to the adaptive and modular nature of Arteor with Netatmo, there’s no need to hire
a specialist as it uses the existing electrical installation. There’s also no need to
spend a large sum of money to get started with a connected home. This also means
that you can start small, change things up or even upgrade your home to fit your
ever changing lifestyle. All you have to do is to replace your existing switches and power
outlets with this WiFi enabled radio solution.
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Create your preferred scenarios, so you can take time to do the things you love.
From controlling lights, roller shutters, getting alerts about your home, tracking
energy consumption and even creating scenarios to make life that much easier.
For instance, you can create scenarios to switch off all electronic power outlets when
you leave the house. A scenario that helps you turn off all the lights when you go to bed.
You could even create a scenario that simulates presence when you’re not at home.
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MAKE YOUR HOME
T R U LY YO U R S
Create your own sanctuary at home with this range of essentials. From saving energy
to keeping your family safe, this humble range of products is all you need to make life
that much easier.
Tailor make your own convenience by adding on your favorite brands and platforms.
Whether you prefer the Google Assistant, Amazon Alexa or Apple Siri, you can customise
your home to suit the lifestyle you love. Other brands and platforms include Somfy,
Bubendorff, Netatmo and even IFTTT.

Home / Away wireless
master switch
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Gateway

Connected light switch

Curtain / roller blind wireless
switch

Wake up / Sleep wireless switch

Connected power outlet
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TAKE CONTROL
OF YOUR HOME
We meant it when we said that you should live life the way you want to. That’s why Arteor with
Netatmo comes with more than one way to control your connected home. We want to set you
free and help you manage your home with ease. You’ll always have a choice of control whether
it’s controlling it locally, on your smartphone or even on your voice command.

STAY CO N N E CT E D
N O M AT T E R W H E R E YO U A R E
Arteor with Netatmo not only gives you different convenient ways to manage your home, it
also allows you to manage your home no matter where you are. Use the Home + Control
App to remotely control your lights, rolling shutters and even home appliances from your
smartphone and monitor your real-time and overall power consumption.

HOME + CONTROL App
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GO HANDS-FREE
All you have to do is give simple voice
commands and you can manage your
home without lifting a finger.

HomeKit is a trademark of Apple Inc.
Google Play and the Google Play logo are trademarks of Google LLC.
Amazon, Alexa and all related logos are trademarks of amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates.
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MOVE IT AROUND
Adaptive and modular, Arteor with Netatmo is extremely versatile. Need a change in
controls? Simply add or remove it from your settings. Change in your lifestyle habits?
Just reposition the switches, add wireless controls and connected mobile sockets
wherever you prefer. There’s no need for a complete overhaul of your room.
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A

TO U CH

O F

HOSPITALITY
Add The Five-Star Finish To Your Suites
Give your guests the five-star treatment with Legrand’s easy-to-use set of dedicated
touch controls for the hotel room. Help your guests communicate better, feel more
secure and comfortable with just a touch.
The innovative solution for hotel room management is highly customisable. With
options and choices that let our touch controls blend perfectly into the hotel’s overall
design. It is open for integration with PMS and third-party BMS. With a complete range
of functions, this collection is the perfect solution to individual project requirements.
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Bedside panel
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UX FOR
UPSCALE HOTELS
Give your guests the five-star treatment with UX for Upscale Hotels, Legrand’s collection
of touch controls for hotel rooms. It is specially designed to enhance your guests’
comfort ― from room entry to bedside controls, it’s completed with monochrome designs
and polished finishes. They are sleek and elegant, allowing it to fit right into any upscale
hotel. The controls fit perfectly into the rest of the Arteor range with its simple and easy to
use interfaces. Let us help you make your guests feel at ease and at home.

Key Card holder

External unit

Arteor socket outlet
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CUSTOMISABLE
AND ADAPTABLE
Create the perfect fit for your hotel and customise your guests’ experiences.
Create controls that you need from choice of frames and touch plate colours to the
extensive range of functions and icons we offer. With our special configuration tool,
the customisation process is easy and pain-free.
When we say it’s highly customisable, we mean it. The UX for Upscale Hotel room
controllers are 100% made-to-measure, you can even add a hotel logo, room number
or icon names.

For more information about our Hotel offer, check out our dedicated Hotel brochure.
Customise the UX for Upscale Hotel at https://www.uxforupscalehotel.legrand.com
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ARTISTRY
A Collection Of Masterpieces From Arteor™

Imagine a range of beautiful wiring devices that gives you control and transforms the
entire look of your house. With Arteor, we’re giving you a range of masterpieces, it’s up
to you what marvelous feat you can accomplish with it.
From the neutral full colour switches to the high-end metal finishes, our Arteor range
offers a wide range of wiring devices that are simple, authentic and superior. It’s made
with solid savoir-faire and made to transcend time. More importantly, it is elegant and
minimalistic. The epitome of what Legrand believes in ― "Justesse".
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ARTEOR™ WIRING DEVICES:

NEUTRAL–FULL COLOUR
The timeless design of Arteor - Full Colour allows it to blend into its surrounding. Only
adding a touch of style to the overall look and feel of the house, and not taking away
any attention from the designers’ masterpieces. Minimalist and sober, its carefully
crafted design gives the designer’s space an understated elegance that enhances the
overall œuvre.
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Magnesium

White

Soft Alu

Champagne

White

Soft Alu
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ARTEOR™ WIRING DEVICES:

BRUSHED METAL
This collection adds a touch of professionalism to any kitchen. Its brushed and neutral
metal finish elevates the look and feel of its surrounding. With new colours like Pink
Champagne and Black, you’ll be equipped with the perfect ingredients for the perfect
kitchen. After all, it is said that the kitchen is the heart of every home.

Pink Champagne
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Black

Stainless Steel

Gold Brass
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Stainless Steel
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A R T E O R ™ W I R I N G D E V I C E S:

REFLECTIVE
METAL

Gold

Black

With a metal finish that looks like a mirror, this collection of wiring devices blends
in perfectly to its surrounding. It gives the room an elegant yet discrete look and
feel, only adding to your design, never taking focus away. With colours like Reflective
Gold, Stainless Steel and Black, you will definitely be making a bold statement with
this collection.
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UNIVERSAL DIMMER

LET THERE BE LIGHT
We’re always looking for our “justesse”. Having the lights on can be too bright, turning
it off becomes too dark. That’s why we have the Universal Dimmers. Create your perfect
ambience for any setting you desire ― not too bright, not too dark.
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DIMMABLE

-

+

LED

CFL

Halogen

Incandescent

ENERGY EFFICIENT
Besides creating the perfect setting, it also contributes to a
greener environment. These Arteor Universal Dimmers can dim
all kinds of modern loads. Including dimmable CFLs, LEDs, halogen
and incandescent lamps.
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2-gang socket outlet with USB A-Type and C-Type charger
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STAY CONNECTED

JUICE UP
Today, almost every electronic device that we have and love has a USB charger.
The Arteor range offers different options for USB charging, from the popular USB
A-Type to the latest C-Type connectivity. Forget about having an adaptor or even
wasting one socket just to charge your USB device. And the best thing is the Arteor
USB chargers support high speed charging.

1 gang socket outlet with

Modular USB A-Type and C-Type

USB A-Type charger

charger
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STAY CONNECTED

MODERN
NOMADS
We’re constantly on the move, that’s why we need
something that frees us from the clutter and hassle.
The Arteor range also offers a wireless charging option
specially designed for commercial settings. With easy
charging thanks to a QI receiver, smartphones that are
QI enabled can juice up without the need for a USB cable.
WIRELESS CHARGING OPTIONS
Wireless + USB A-Type
features specially
designed for work areas

There are 3 options available.

Can be integrated into furniture, extra slim.
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Waterproof and rugged,
best suited for public
common areas.
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THE COMPLETE ARTEOR™ FINISHES
MIRROR

Mirror Black

Mirror White

B R U S H E D M E TA L

Black
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Stainless Steel

Gold Brass

Pink Champagne

R E F L E C T I V E M E TA L

Black

Stainless Steel

WOOD

Gold

Grey Oak

S I G N AT U R E

Cube

NEUTRAL

Champagne

White

Graphite

Soft Alu

Magnesium

Dark Bronze
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